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Personal settings

Wood brown/white cream

Large tea filter

 
HD7311

Bring your tea to life
Naturally brewed to enjoy the goodness and flavor

The intelligent Philips tea maker helps release the aromas out of each tea. By combining a specially designed

teapot, a natural, convenient brewing process and tea of the best quality, you can enjoy a unique taste

experience, every time.

Specially designed for tea

Large tea filter for optimal aroma

Double walled pot keeps the tea warm

Clean stainless steel materials for filter and pot

Getting all the goodness

Optimal temperature and brew time

Quick-select buttons for popular tea types

Personal settings for more tea variety

Special light ring feature

Suitable for all your tea

Any loose leaf tea or teabag
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Highlights

Large tea filter

The large filter and round shape of the Philips

tea maker allow the aroma of the tea to fully

develop.

Double walled pot

The double walled pot of the tea maker keeps

the tea warm for you.

Stainless steel materials

Even the most subtle aromas are being

revealed, because only carefully selected

materials are used, which are also easy to

clean.

Quick-select buttons

Four Quick-select buttons make it easy to

prepare the most popular types of tea,

including the black, green, rooibos and fruit

herbal tea. Just choose the tea you would like

to drink to prepare it with the optimal

temperature and brewing time.

Personal settings

With the personal setting you can always

choose your own temperature and brewing

time. Adjustable temperature: 60-100ºC

Adjustable brewing time: 1-10 min

Special light ring feature

After placing the filter the light ring gradually

fills up until the optimal brewing time is

reached and the leaves can be removed. So

you never have to be late anymore to remove

your tea leaves.

Any loose leaf tea or teabag

You can use any of your own teas. The tea

maker is optimal for loose leaf tea, but you can

also use tea bags.
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Specifications

Design specifications

Materials: Stainless steel

Color(s): Wood brown and white cream

Technical specifications

Capacity: 0.7 L

Power: 1385-1650 W

Voltage: 220-240 V

Frequency: 50 Hz

Dimensions

Product dimensions (WxDxH):

19.5x19.5x23 cm

Packaging dimensions (WxDxH):

36.5x20.5x23.5 cm

Service

2-year worldwide guarantee
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